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More than 24 lively all-Spanish plays bolster Spanish language skills through rhymes and repetition with friendly themes, including pets,
space, dinosaurs and more. Illustrations throughout.
This set of four single-subject kindergarten workbooks, developed with education experts and curriculum-based, blends Hidden Pictures(R)
puzzles, humor, and skills practice to pave the way for school success. Each book is individually focused on a single subject area and is
designed to help kindergarteners acquire essential skills and lifelong learning confidence in a way that they'll enjoy. - READING contains
practice in phonics and rhyming, reading and writing high-frequency sight words, and reading comprehension. - MATH CONCEPTS has
activities in identifying and writing numbers 0 to 100, skip counting, and basic addition and subtraction. - THINKING AND REASONING
includes exercises in logical reasoning and problem-solving, visual discrimination, and creative thinking. - WRITING will help kids to learn to
trace and write letters, identify and write high-frequency sight words, and compose opinion and narrative text.
Perfect for building fluency, linking reading and writing, and preparing for writing assessments!
25 read-aloud storybooks that teach key phonics skills.
Dozens and dozens of ready-to-use activities give kids fun-filled phonics practice and a big boost on the road to becoming successful readers
and writers. Topics include alphabet recognition, initial and final consonants, consonant blends, short and long vowels, and rhymes and word
families. Activities are effective for RTI and English language learners. Flexible and easy to use for independent work, day starters or
homework. For use with Grades K-2.
Turn your classroom into a readers' theater with this delightful collection of short, simple plays on themes kids adore-pets, dinosaurs, space,
losing a tooth, birthday parties, making new friends, going to school, and many more. These lively plays include adorable illustrations that
support the text as well as rhymes, repition, and predictable language to help bolster young children's reading and oral language skills.
Comes complete with teaching strategies and cross-curricular extensions. For use with Grades K-1.
A guide to readers' theater covers such topics as writing scripts, managing performances, and assessing performances.
These rib-tickling word family plays will delight children and help them become confident, fluent readers. Each play gives children plenty of
practice reading a group of words from the same word family--words that share the same sound and spelling pattern. Learning to recognize
these families of words helps children decode with ease so they can focus on comprehension. Easy-to-read text in large type builds reading
confidence! Each play targets a key phonogram Research shows that recognizing and using word families helps children develop phonemic
awareness of rhyming words, increase sight word vocabulary, and improve decoding & spelling skills Engaging plays invite repeated readings
that help boost fluency skills such as reading rate, automaticity, and expression Reinforces vocabulary and listening skills Perfect for Readers
Theater
Learning phonics is fun with this big collection of easy-to-read nonfiction books about children's favorite animals--from bugs to apes, frogs to
whales! Inside the sturdy little box, you'll find 24 photo-filled titles that target and teach short vowels, long vowels, blends, and more. Includes
a mini-workbook, motivating stickers, and a handy parent guide filled with quick tips to help your child become an able, agile reader. An
incredible value! For use with Grades PreK-2.
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Students love the spotlight! Improve Grade 3 students' reading fluency while providing fun and purposeful reading practice for
performance. You'll motivate students with these easy-to-implement reader's theater scripts that also build students' knowledge
through grade-level content. Book includes 14 original leveled scripts, graphic organizers, and a Teacher Resource CD including
scripts, PDFs, and graphic organizers. This resource is correlated to the Common Core State Standards. 104pp.
Watch kids learn 50 of the most common sight words right before your very eyes Sight words are words without phonetic rules that
appear frequently in text--such as "like" and "can." Getting a head start on recognizing these words can greatly speed up the
process of becoming an independent, successful reader. Learn to Read: Sight Words Storybook contains 25 cute stories and fun
activities that feature 50 of the most common sight words. Learn to Read: Sight Words Storybook contains: See, say, repeat--At
the end of each story you'll find two fun activities where your child can practice identifying the words they've just read, reinforcing
the learning. Seeing is believing--Bright colors and engaging stories are perfect for navigating this new experience as kids learn to
read. The right speed--Sight words are introduced in a slow, progressive manner, with each story increasing slightly in difficulty as
they learn to read. Kids will learn to read faster and easier--and have more fun--with this sight words storybook.
This giggle packed poetry anthology includes over 130 short phonics poems for decoding and fluency practice. Poems target short
and long vowels, vowel teams, r-controlled vowels, blends, digraphs, diphthongs, and so much more... Reading and skill building
is a lot of fun with Phonics Poetry!
Simple, short, and oh, so funny—these charming little stories feature a consistent format, high-frequency words, and supportive
illustrations that help children decode and comprehend the text. Each book also gives children repeated practice reading and
writing words that begin with each letter of the alphabet. Includes ready-to-photocopy mini-books and skill-building extension
activities. For use with Grades PreK-1.
Engaging word-study activities for independent practice, as well as whole-class fun!
Learning to decode is easy with this big collection of engaging informational books on kids' favorite animals--from bugs to apes,
frogs to whales! Inside the sturdy storage box, you'll find a total of 144 full-color books (6 copies of 24 titles) that target and teach
short vowels, long vowels, blends, digraphs, and more. Includes a 144-page teaching guide filled with reading strategies and
companion reproducibles. An invaluable resource for all preK-2 classrooms. Contains a sturdy storage unit.
Contains learning songs designed to build beginning reading skills, and also includes teaching tips and word cards.
Offers interactive stories to give beginning readers practice with consonants, vowels, and blends.

This beloved book by E. B. White, author of Stuart Little and The Trumpet of the Swan, is a classic of children's literature
that is "just about perfect." Illustrations in this ebook appear in vibrant full color on a full-color device and in rich black-andwhite on all other devices. Some Pig. Humble. Radiant. These are the words in Charlotte's Web, high up in Zuckerman's
barn. Charlotte's spiderweb tells of her feelings for a little pig named Wilbur, who simply wants a friend. They also
express the love of a girl named Fern, who saved Wilbur's life when he was born the runt of his litter. E. B. White's
Newbery Honor Book is a tender novel of friendship, love, life, and death that will continue to be enjoyed by generations
to come. It contains illustrations by Garth Williams, the acclaimed illustrator of E. B. White's Stuart Little and Laura Ingalls
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Wilder's Little House series, among many other books.
Offers a collection of plays designed to help children learn about science.
Presents reproducible, read-aloud plays that reinforce phonics skills and boost reading comprehension.
Shares twelve humorous stories with simple sentences for beginning readers.
This wipe-clean phonics book combines curriculum-based language-arts-skills practice with puzzles, humor, and playful
art. The convenient, reusable format is designed to make learning phonics exciting and fun. Phonics skills are important
building blocks for reading success. Highlights brings "Fun with a Purpose" to this essential learning activity with this
56-page, full-color, write-on wipe-off book that includs a dry erase marker. This book, created with education experts,
covers consonant blends, rhyming words, vowel sounds, spelling patterns, and more--all designed to help kids improve
reading and writing skills and build confidence in the classroom. Hidden Pictures puzzles, mazes, and other activities
help reinforce learning and add to the fun.
A little yellow dog wants ever one more thing before he'll go to sleep.
In this important book El-Sherbini tackles key questions about how the new cataloging standard will be implemented by
cataloging professionals, offering an orientation in the conceptual background and the structure of RDA: Resource
Description and Access from a practical and technical perspective, including a detailed comparison with AACR2. Firmly
rooted in the concrete application of RDA, with numerous sample records, this book Covers FRBR-driven tasks, FRBRGroup relationships, and principles of FRAD, including how FRAD impacts the RDA application Analyzes the roles of
manifestations and items, such as pre-cataloging decisions, preferred sources of information, and mandatory elements of
description Discusses works and expressions for specific library materials, from methods of recording primary
relationships to constructing the authorized access point and recording relationships Offers advice for using RDA Toolkit,
with tips for efficient navigation in RDA Toolkit using workflows and searching techniques Digs deeply into a variety of
technical issues, including RDA’s effect on OPAC displays, implementation of the new RDA fields that represent adding
new elements, adjusting systems to accommodate the new MARC21 fields, integrating new records using RDA with older
records, when to re-catalog a set of manifestations, exporting an RDA-based bibliographic record from OCLC into the
OPAC, choosing RDA elements to describe your library materials (core vs. full elements), upgrading OCLC records to
RDA, and many more Every cataloger will want this volume close at hand as a comprehensive roadmap to the changes
already underway.
This invaluable supplementary curriculum meets Reading First criteria and contains numerous classroom-ready activities
designed to increase the phonemic awareness and preliteracy skills of preschool, kindergarten, and first-grade students.
Learn to Read Activity Book delivers engaging lessons to successfully teach your child to read while having F-U-N. Your
child will learn to read--and actually enjoy the process--if it's fun. That's why seasoned primary school teacher, Hannah
Braun, combines playful activities with effective lesson plans in Learn to Read Activity Book. Learn to Read Activity Book
builds critical literary skills through a series of activities that create connections between letters and words and help your
child learn to read. Helping your child learn to read is important work and Learn to Read Activity Book makes it rewarding
for both of you, with: Play-Motivated Learning that includes coloring, tracing, mazes, puzzles, and word searches that
entertain your child as they learn to read An Effective Teaching Method that uses the "I do, we do, you do" model to build
independence through practice Over 100 Cumulative Lessons that begin with letter recognition and phonetics, and build
towards reading complete words From letter recognition to word pronunciation you will witness exciting "light bulb"
moments in your child as they joyfully learn to read with the Learn to Read Activity Book.
Contains twenty-five books about a variety of subjects that encourage beginning readers.
Presents fourteen read-aloud plays based on folk and fairy tales to help children build reading skills.
Teach the top sight words with these entertaining activities young learners can do all by themselves! Kids read and sort must-know
words from the Fry List then practice writing those words on companion pages. Along the way, they boost essential reading,
classifying, writing, AND fine-motor skills. These playful reproducible pages are no-prep and perfect for seatwork, centers, or sendhome.
Twelve short plays offering humorous twists on well-known folktales are accompanied by a brief history of the original tale,
discussion starters, and writing prompts.
Teaching phonics is a delight with this big collection of irresistible poetry! Each kid-pleasing poem helps kids master key decoding
skills and targets a key letter-sound relationship--consonants, vowels, blends, digraphs, and more. Includes instant lessons and
activities to build phonemic awareness, oral literacy, and all the phonics concepts students need to know to help ensure reading
success. Great for shared reading! For use with Grades K-3.
Kids will clamor to complete the charming poems on these ready-to-go pages. As they fill in missing letter or letter combinations to
complete each poem, children have repeated opportunities to spell, write, and read words containing the targeted sound-spelling
pattern. Poems feature predictable, rhyming text and tie in with popular themes such as seasons, animals, and all about me.
Perfect for independent reading or readaloud practice! Engaging format reinforces spelling, writing, and reading Builds decoding
and word recognition skills Boosts automaticity, fluency skills, and reading confidence Great for ELLs and RTI instruction Can be
used for whole-class, small-group, one-on-one, or independent activities
Rhyming, reproducible storybooks that use a few simple words to help kids practice reading and writing words from 25 key
This book covers common phonics topics such as blends, digraphs, vowel combinations, prefixes, and suffixes. Included are
worksheets, games, and activities.
The clouds drift across the bright blue sky--all except one. Little Cloud trails behind. He is busy changing shapes to become a fluffy
sheep, a zooming airplane, and even a clown with a funny hat. Eric Carle's trademark collages will make every reader want to run
outside and discover their very own little cloud.
25 Illustrated stories that feed a kid's need to read--with phonics Phonics is a technique that relates specific sounds with letters, or
groups of letters, in the alphabet. It's an important skill to master as a new reader. Learn to Read: A Phonics Storybook contains
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25 cute stories and fun activities that feature the common phonetic patterns your child will need to know to become a confident
reader. Learn to Read: A Phonics Storybook contains: See, say, repeat--At the end of each story you'll find two fun activities where
your child can practice identifying the words they've just read. The right speed--Phonics skills are introduced in a slow, progressive
manner--according to how they are taught in schools--and with each story increasing in difficulty. Seeing is believing--Bright colors
and engaging stories are perfect for anyone who wants to learn to read. Kids will learn to read faster, easier, and smarter with this
wonderful phonics storybook.
Offers primary teachers simple plays keyed to the events of the school year, with advice on how to include them into the
curriculum
Teaching phonics is pure poetry with these kid-pleasing, rhyming poems on popular primary topics like weather, colors, and
friendship!
Capture kids' interest and imagination and build their confidence as readers! Each story in this kid-pleasing collection uses
rhyming and repetitive language patterns to support emerging readers. Themes include On the Farm, Wonderful Weather, Plants
and Seeds, Me and My Body, and Bugs, Bugs, Bugs. Whether it's to review a reading strategy, enhance a theme unit, stock a
learning center, or nurture the schoolhome connection, teachers will find so many uses for these delightful little books!
Readers Theater, Grade 1 productions offer teachers the flexibility of casting more than one reader for each role as a way to
support emerging readers.The 15 scripts include the following features that provide additional support for emerging readers:
Simple rhyming text helps increase predictability of the text in the script for "Too Much Noise!," a traditional Jewish folktale. Scripts
based on familiar folktales such as "The Three Billy Goats Gruff," "The Little Red Hen," and "The Three Little Pigs" increase
students comfort with read-aloud material. A patterned story structure and repeating choral refrain help support beginning readers
in "Out in the Woods."
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